United States Government
memorandum

DATE SEP 17 1986
REPLY TO WIPP:RES 86-1408
ATTN OF QA Plan for Performance Assessment Activities
SUBJECT T. Miller, Quality Assurance Manager, Westinghouse


You are requested to develop and submit a detailed and comprehensive Quality Assurance Plan to WPO/QA addressing these revised responsibilities as described above.

The WPO action item established by Memo 86-0587 will be utilized to track this assignment. Please provide WPO/QA with tentative dates as to when this plan will be drafted and implemented by October 3, 1986.

Attachments

cc w/attachments:
J. Tillman, DOE
A. Hunt, DOE
R. Crawley, DOE
H. Davis, DOE
O. El-Messidi, DOE
R. Mairson, WEC
R. Kehrman, WEC
R. Rigney, WEC
R. Eastman, WEC
G. Romero, SNL